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Qn embedding l~ as a complemented
subspace of Orliez vector valued

function spaces

FERNANDO BOMBAL

ABSTRACT. Several conditions are given under which Ji embeds as a complemented
subspace of a Banach space E if it embeds as a complemented subspace of an Orlicz
space of E-valued functions. Previous results in [7] and [1] are extended in this way.

INTRODUCTION AND TERMINOLOGY

Pisier proved in [~1that ji a Banach space E contains no copy of h, then
the space L~(p,E) does not contain it either, for 1 cp C ce. In [1] the result is
extended to the case of Orliez spaces Ls(p,E) and we study also the problern
of embedding I~ as a complemented subspace of Lv(p,E). A complete
characterization is obtained when E is a Banach lattices, getting only partial
results in the general case. Ihe aim of this note is to give sorne new diiterent
conditions under which Le<p,E) contains a complemented copy of h u and
only if’so does either Le(p) or E.

As br notations, E will denote a Banach space, E* its topological dual
and (fI,E,p) a finite, complete measure space. A series Ex~ in E is said lo be
weakly unCOflditiOflally Cauchy (w.u.c. in short) ib EIx*(x~)l c 09 br every
x eEt A subset B of E is called weakly conditioiially compact ib every
sequence in .8 has a weakly Caucby subsequence. Given a Young’s function D
with conjugate function ‘1’ (see [10], p. 77 and ff.), for every strongly
measurable funetion Q-..E we shall write

M4J)=j(L(IlflI) d¡¡.

Ihe Orlicz space 1411,E) is the vector space of ah <classes of) strongly

measurable functionsf from O into E such that Miv(kj)<09 for sorne k>-O (ib
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D«j~tP 1 <pc 09, L1411,E) is the usual Lebesgue space L~(p,E)). Lo(g,E)
coincides with the set of al! strongly mea~urab!e functions ffl—~*E such that

1111k> = Sup{fHfj[q dgq, eL’44p, 1k), Mw(q,) =1}<09.

This expression defines a Banach space norm in h(p,E). Wc have

Lco(/l,E) a Lq{u,E) a

with continuous inclusions. Recalí tbat ~» is said to veriby the (A2)-condition if
it is everywhere finite and

hm sup ccc.
.D(t)

In this case, the simple functions are dense in Lsv(p,E). Finátly, we shall use
the name «Ii -sequence» lo denote a sequence equivaient lo the usual basis of
1~. A conxplemented 11 sequence will be an Is-sequence wbich spans a
complemented subspace.

For notations and terminology used and noidefined, we refer to [4] and
[5].

THE RESULTh

Recalí that a subset A of a Banacb space E is called a (V*) set ([6]) ib for
every w.u.c. senes 14 in E*, the bollowing holds:

hm sup {ix~(xfl:xeA}=O
si o,

It is evident that every (V*) set is bounded. Also, every weakly
condñíonally compact set is a (V*) set ([2], cor. 1.3). E is said to have property
weak (V*) if, conversely, every (V*) set is weakly conditionally compací.
Spaces not containing copies of /~ and closed subspaces of order continuous
Banach lattices, have property weak (V*) (see [2]). Property weak (V~’)
appears as a weakening of tbe so called propeny (V*), introduced by
Pelczynski in [6] and extensively studied.

To proceed any burther, we shall need the following results:

Lemma A. ([2], prop. 1.1) A bounded subsel ola Banach space isa (V*) set
Éf aná only ~fit does not contain a complemented I~ sequence.
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Lenima B. ([2], Th. 3.2) Let K a L1(p,E) be un~ormnly integrable. Jf K is
not a (V*) set, diere exists BeS with >u(B)�0, such that {f(w) :feK} is not a
(V*) set for every weB.
Lenima <1 ([2], Cor. 1.�)Let A a E be bounded. If for every e�0 there

exists a (V*) set ‘4 a E such that

A a

where B(E) is the unit closed bali of E, then A is a (V*) set.

The first result is a characterization of property weak (V*):

Theoreni 1. A Banach space has property weak (V*) ~fand only ~fany i~
sequence has a complemented Ií subsequence.

Proof. Suppose E has property weak (V*) and let (x~) a E be a h
sequence. Then A = {x, nc N} is not weakly conditionally compact and so it
is not a (V*) set. An appeal to lernma A yields a complemented la
subsequence ob (x~).
Conversely, if E does not have property weak (V*), there exists a (¡1*) set

K that is not weakly conditionally compact. Rosenthal’s h theorem ([4], th.
2.e.5) produces a h sequence (x~) in K that, by lemrna A, can not have a
complemented It subsequence.

EXAMPLES

a) The James space J (see, fi., [4], example 1.d.2) is a non reflexive
separable Banach space that does not contain copies either of ce or Li. In
particular, it has property weak (V*), but it is neither a Banach lattice flor a
subspace of an order continuous Banach lattice ([5], th. 1.c.5).

b) the space E =JG 4 has property weak (V*), as a direct sum of
spaces having it. Besides, it does not contain a copy of c0 ([8], th. 1) and it is
not weakly sequentially complete (because its closed subspace J is not).
Hence, it is not a Banach lattice by [5], th. 1.c.4. This proves that there are
spaces with the weak (V*) property, containing 4, and such that they are not
Hanach lattices.

The general question of wether the embedding of 4 as a complemented
subspace of L~(p,E) implies necessarily that either Lc(p, 1K) = L4p) or E
contains a complemented copy of 4, is still open, as bar as we know. The
answer, is affirmative ib E is a Banach lattice and y a non-purely atomac
probability measure, or L.~p,E) contains an uniformly bounded complernen-
ted Li sequence ([1], Tb 5 and 6). The result is also true when y is purely
áton,ic and C4t.)= t~ (1 <p.c ce). Next result gives also a positive answer
when E has property weak (V*):
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Proposition 2. Let E be a Banach space with dr weak (V*) property aná t�
a Young’s funCtion satisfying the (A2)-condition. Then L«p,E) COfltains a
complemented ~opy of 4 ~f ami only ¿f eiíher

14p) or E COnUIInS a
complemented copy of l~.

Proof. Suppose Lo4p) does not contain a complemented copy of 4. As
L

4s(p) is an order continuous Banach lattice, it follows brom [�], it. 16 that 4
does not embed in L>~%. Theorem 4 of ��i] proves then that E contains a
copy ob l~ and, by theorem 1, also a complemented copy ob 11.
The examples given after theorem 1 show that the scope ob theorem � is

different from that of proposition 2 in [1].

the following is an extension of a result of �aurey and Pisier ([�], Ib. 2)
bor complemented 11 sequences�

Tbeorem 3. Let E be a BCIWCh space and K={fwneN} c L1(p,E) an
un~formly integrable sequence. Iffor almost ah w the sequence {f~(w):n e
does not have a Complemented 4 subsequence, then K does noÉ contain a
complemented 4 subsequence.

Proof. Suppose on the contrary that K contains a complemented 4
subsequence. Then, by lernma A, K is not a (V*) set. �or every n, me ~�J,let us
write

Ant,, = e Qf~(w)¡ Cm}, ft,t,, fnXAnm and Km = {fnn0flE l~J�.

By the uniborm integrability ob K,

K a Km+¿mB(Litu,E)),

wliere B(L1(p,E)) denotes the closed unit bali and (am) is a nul�sequence of
positive numbers. Hecause of �emma C, there is an inc N such that Km is not
a (V*) set. Lemma B provides a set BeS ob positive measure, such that for
every w in B, {fnm(w):ne N� is bounded and not a (V*) set. Lemma A assures
then that it contains a complemented 1~ sequence.

In general, it is not clear that a bounded subset of Lt4p,E) whicb is not a
(V*) set, can not be a (V*) subset of Li(p,E) (see [2], Prop. 1.1�). This is the
main reason why the aboye theorem is not automatically verified when K is a
complemented 4 sequence in L~4p,E) (under mild conditions on 4~, this
implies K unibormly integrable). In order to assure it is true, at least in sorne
cases, Iet us cali a subset K a L~a(p,E) equi.tD.¡ntegrable ~f

hm 5up {lIfX{w:LfPol>’nllI.ÑfeK} =0.
m~02

� ith this notation, we have�
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Theorern 4. Leí E be a Banach space and ¿D a Young’s funetion saíisfying
the (A2)-condition. If K ff~:ne I�J� Ls a complemented equi4.íntegrable fi
sequence in L”’(E), then E contains a compleniented copy of fi.

Proof. Reasoning as in theorem �we get an uniformly bounded subset Km
whichis not a (V*) set. Lemma �4 produces then a unibormly bounded
complemented 4 sequence. Theorem 5 of [1] yields the result.
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